
Week 9 guidance      

Welcome to the first week of the last summer term. Some of you  may have returned to school, some of you 
may be thinking about it and some of you may have chosen not to come back. Wherever you are, we hope 
you are safe and well.  Remember all the staff are thinking about you.  
 
As always you can contact us through our class email and remember you do not have to print out sheets of 
stuff but view it on the screen and use your exercise books.  
 

Maths 
 
This week we will be thinking about different mathematical skills we use and focusing in on some of them.  
For example when we investigate, we use skills such as: being systematic, trying different possibilities, seeking 
different ways to achieve an answer and trial and improvement. 
Each day, the activity is designed to promote one of these skills.  
 
Remember to practice your times tables on Timestable Rock Stars. The log in is your LGFL username and your 
password is also your LGFL username. 
 

English  
 
This week is a revision of some of what we have done on grammar and reading.  
There are power points to support learning and guide you through.  
 

Science 
 
https://switchzoo.com/zoo.html  
 
We have been thinking about evolution and how animals evolve to adapt to their surroundings. Play the game 
above.  
Then choose a climate and design the perfect animal that could live in it. What features would they have? Draw 
and label your new creation.  

Votes for schools 
Go to the Keston website, distant learning and votes for schools. Here you will find a new topic to debate, 
discuss and explore. It is a perfect opportunity to sit down with the family and have a debate. Let us know your 
thoughts. 

 P.E 
 Please see guidance on the website. 

Music  
 
Go to https://charanga.com/site/log-in/ and log in as a student.  
To log in: Username: firstname,surname followed by kps. 
 Password: your class name. shakespeare or dickens. Eg: johnsmithkpsShakespeare.  
 
Mrs Woods has set a music lesson up for you to complete, this will be changed weekly. 
 

 

https://switchzoo.com/zoo.html

